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Nicki minaj songs

Elsa/Getty Images Nicki Minaj is one of the most important human rapes to ever breathe on a microphone. She arrived at a time when female rappers were teetering on the brink of extinction. Minaj broke through, however, overcoming all the difficulties that female rappers in the male-dominated hip-hop industry face. He smashed almost every glass ceiling in the book. She sold
millions of records, embellished hit singles, starred in films and masterminded her own journey. He went upstairs making it one of a kind. Yes, Nicki Minaj has killer curves and she's not afraid to flaunt them. A graduate of LaGuardia High School of Music and Art, Nicki grasps the performing arts and uses it to her advantage. Dive into Nicki Minaj's photo gallery and some quick facts
to see what makes it special. Fans everywhere knew her as Nicki Minaj, but her family knew her as Onika Tanya Maraj. He was born in Saint James, Trinidad and Tobago on December 8, 1982. DJ Khaled Ft. Nicki Minaj, Future, Rick Ross - I Want to Be with You Neilson Barnard/Getty Images The right mix of opportunity and ability helps Nicki Minaj break through. It all started on
MySpace. Nicki, like most aspiring rappers, shares her music freely on the assertive social media giant. The CEO of Dirty Money Entertainment Fendi took notice. When Fendi took a peek at her freestyle and her sexy promo shots, she immediately looked for it. A few MySpace messages later, Nicki Minaj scored a feature on Fendi's urban DVD, The Come Up. One episode of the
DVD also highlighted Minaj's aspiring superstar label, Lil Wayne. Through Fendi, Wayne contacted Minaj and eventually signed her to her label, Young Money Entertainment. Nicki Minaj worked on the mixtape circuit in earnest in her early days. After signing with Lil Wayne's Young Money label, she went to work. He began to gather momentum through freestyle, features, and
mixtapes. In 2008, he released Sucka Free hosted by new mentor Lil Wayne. He appeared in the mixtape Weezy's Dedication 3, where he dropped a robo-voiced remix of T.I. No Matter What, one of the most popular rap songs of 2008. The word came out: Nicki Minaj was here to stay. Wayne returned the favor with a poem in Minaj's single High as a Kite, which received video
treatment. Nicki Minaj on Not Being a Fan of Jay Z Nicki Minaj is an intelligent businesswoman who has gradually expanded her empire. He has released fragrance lines, scored endorsement deals with MAC Cosmetics and helped introduce Casio TRYX and inked a support deal with Adidas. There's a $15,000 Mattel Nicki Minaj barbie sitting on someone's shelf right now. So, how
rich is Nicki Minaj? Thanks to his continued business efforts Nicki Minaj is reportedly worth $50 million. Samir Hussein/Getty Nicki Minaj is listed at 5' 2 (1.57 cm). She is taller than Lil Kim (4' 11) and Ariana Grande (5' 0), 0), she's shorter than Azealia Banks (5' 7) and Beyonce (5' 7). Minaj is so unique that her influence is harder to pin down. In my interview with Nicki, he cited Jay
Z as one of his influences. Jay's Reasonable Doubt is one of his favorite albums. She was also influenced by Missy Elliott, Foxy Brown, Lauryn Hill, M.I.A, Lil Wayne and, yes, Lil Kim. He likes to mix things up. Visit any Minaj album and you'll find a good mix of gritty rap songs and syrupy pop hits. Nicki Minaj's Top 5 MCs Lil WayneNicki MinajDrakeJay-ZGucci Mane Kevin
Winter/Getty Images Nicki Minaj has released some famous songs, but there's one that stands head and shoulders above all her performances: her turn at Kanye West's Monster. He trampled the song with a poem that was so spectacular West briefly considered pulling it from the song. She held her own alongside Eminem in Roman's Revenge. He argued in Beez in the Trap
next to 2 Chainz. He broke up the store in Ludacris' My Chick Bad. The two guest appearances along with her huge energy galvanise huge buzz and set the way for her soon-to-begin debut, Pink Friday. Critics rarely give Nicki Minaj credit for her lyrics. Despite his barrage of pop hits, Nicki was able to faint while ticking. See Also: Shots Fired: Remy Ma vs Nicki Minaj Elsa/Getty
Images Who's Nicki Minaj's boyfriend? Well, she dated Safaree Samuels, but the relationship ended in 2014. However, Nicki praised Samuels for having a tremendous impact on his life. This breakup inspired some material on Minaj's third album, The Pinkprint. Today, Nicki Minaj can be seen spending time with Philadelphia rapper Meek Mill. She tweeted that she was in love with
Meek. The two continue to be seen together at events. The pair all cuddled up backstage at one of Nicki's concerts in Paris. They're rumored to be engaged. Nicki Minaj receives constant attention for her performances, but she says she always wants people to focus on her music, not her image. Part of my entire campaign -- now -- is based on music, and has nothing to do with
sex, even though sex is a good thing, she said in a 2009 interview. So what's the secret to Nicki Minaj's success? An agile stream, a song-stealing cameo, colorful personality and enough energy to light up the theme park. Then there's the attitude that never said to die every successful person seems to have. I live with the creed 'Where there is a letter of want, there is a way', he
said. Almost. In the summer of 2014, Nicki Minaj shut down the Internet with artwork for new single Anaconda. The cover shows Nicki Minaj squatting, returning to the camera wearing a pink bra, blue kick and bitsy itsy flip flops. a few minutes, Anaconda started trending all over the world. Nicki Minaj Reveals Steamy Anaconda Artwork Apparently So. A. Miley Cyrus' new song
exhibition caused some controversy. Cyrus took to the stage at the BBC 1's Big Weekend in Middlesboroughon Saturday, where she performed a list of past hits, including a duet of We Can't Stop with Charli XCX, and debuted three new songs from her upcoming project to be released next week: Mother's Daughter, Dream, and Cattitude. Turns out Cattitude really fulfilled her
name when Cyrus showed up to offer her take on one of the most polarizing feuds last year, singing, I love you Nicki, but I listened to Cardi. Internet cues - and memes. In the days since her appearance, fans have taken to playfully dragging Cyrus online, posting lyrical versions such as, I love you @MileyCyrus but i listen to @BTS_twt, or I love you hannah but i listen to mikaila
(a profound snippet from Cyrus Hannah Montana's days). Cyrus is a game to go along with herself, posting some pictures titled, I love you but I listen to Ari and I love you Miley but I listen to Hannah... Could this possibly reignit tensions between Minaj and Cyrus herself? Minaj's Barbz fanbase has taken over Cyrus' Instagram comments and Twitter mentions, but Minaj herself has
yet to comment on the lyrics. (Cardi B has also become a mother in this case.) However, while the skirmish memory of Minaj and Cardi's fame during New York Fashion Week remains fresh, it also brings to mind Cyrus' feud with Minaj back in 2015.After being nominated for Video of the Year nomination for Anaconda for the 2015 MTV Video Music Awards, Minaj aired her
complaining via social media - which Cyrus, whose Minaj made her feelings about it very publicly known during the actual VMAs ceremony, wrapped up her acceptance speech for Best Hip-Hop Video by calling Cyrus straight away: Back to this bitch who had a lot to say about me the other day in the press, she said, adding a now iconic line that might have taken on a new-found
relevance in 2019, Miley, what's good? It is a curious choice to refer to this feud in his song. There aren't many women in music - so why should they be pitted against each other? And why is Miley involved at all? Update, September 8, 2019: Nicki Minaj has apologized for her sudden and insensitive tweet about retiring and promised your fans will be happy - but hasn't discussed
whether she's done with music or not. Responding to a fan's tweet asking what was going on, Minaj wrote: 'I'm still here. Still in love with you guys &amp; you guys know it. In hindsight, this was supposed to be a Queen Radio &amp;amp; It will. I promise you'll be happy. No guests, just us talking about everything. The tweet was sudden &amp; insensitive, I'm sorry darling. I Right
here. Still in love with you guys &amp; you guys know it. In hindsight, this should've been Queen Radio &amp;amp; Discussion It will. I promise you'll be happy. No guests, just us talking about everything. The tweet was sudden &amp; insensitive, I'm sorry ♥️ Mrs @NICKIMINAJ. I have decided to retire &amp; have my family, minaj wrote. I know you're happy now. For my fans,
keep reppin me, do it until da my death, in the box - because no one checks me. Love you for LIFE. Minaj's current Twitter name is Mrs. Petty, a possible reference to her boyfriend, Kenneth Petty, who is a convicted sex offender. She has not confirmed whether she is married or engaged to Petty or pregnant with a child. However, on Chance the Rapper Zanies and Fools, Minaj,
who was a guest on the track, raps: 'She Clyde to Bonnie/' bout me to walk down the aisle and be a mom/Ooh, I remember when I cried like, 'Why me?' Now I'm not going to trade my life for Armani. I have decided to retire &amp;amp; have my family. I know you're happy now. For my fans, keep reppin me, do it until my da's death, ❌ in the box – because no one checks me. ✅
Love you for LIFE ♥️ — Mrs. Petty (@NICKIMINAJ) September 5, 2019 She shared the last part of the lyrics in an Instagram photo with Petty, who was wearing an Armani shirt in the photo. Hours before Minaj posted her retirement tweet, she shared the 2008 song Sweetest Girl on Instagram. Many fans were upset by Minaj's claim that she was moving away from music, while
others held out hope that Minaj was messing with them and would soon release her fifth album. He previously teased that records are in the works after releasing the single Megatron earlier this summer. What the hell, Nicki?! Nicki?!
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